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Instruction Set Architecture Extensions
How is vectorization (SIMD) useful?
•

•

•

•

The extended ISA supplies new fully
pipelined instructions that operate on
vector registers (instead of scalars)
This allows to operate on multiple data
simultaneously with a single instruction
(SIMD — Single Instruction Multiple
Data)
Enables data level parallelism (DLP).
Up to now we were looking at thread
level parallelism (TLP) using shared
memory and ILP techniques.
We need to exploit all of this parallelism
to extract the maximum performance!

SIMD

Your first day
Previous lectures
Today’s lecture

Multicore

Manual Vectorization

•
•

•

Use a library that supports vectorized kernels (e.g. Eigen)
Rely on the compiler’s capabilities for auto-vectorization
•
Often not satisfying. You must help the compiler here.
Use a specific programming language/model that is designed to exploit
SIMD
Examples are: Intel ISPC, OpenCL, IVL or VecImp
Performance critical kernel:
•
Write the SIMD code explicitly using intrinsics (time consuming, most
control)

•
•

Effort gradient

How should I vectorize my code?

Question 1

TODOs in vectorized_reduction.cpp
●
Use SSE/SSE2 intrinsics!
●
Intel intrinsics guide (link in file)
●
Keep in mind what the size of the register is and on what datatype your currently working
●

Question 1

●

Run your code on Euler
●
Use documentation to determine how many actions are performed in parallel
●
Recall Roofline model lecture and last exercise to analyse this kernel

Example

Download the example archive from the lecture page
onto Euler or your private machine with wget

●

wget link/to/file

●

Example

Intel SPMD Program Compiler
•

Issues with explicit vectorization
Requires a good understanding of the particular hardware you are targeting
Time consuming task — You need to determine whether the performance gain (if
you can achieve it) is worth the time spend on optimization
The optimized code is not portable to other architectures

•

Intel SPMD Program Compiler (ISPC):
Programming model (extension of C with some C++ features) with focus on CPU
performance gain through SIMD (does far better job than compiler auto-vectorizer)
SPMD: Single Program Multiple Data — When you program in ISPC, you have to put
yourself into the position of one SIMD lane
ISPC can compile optimized code for various architectures (no need to write several
versions)
Time to software is shorter than for explicit vectorization

ISPC paper: https://pharr.org/matt/papers/ispc_inpar_2012.pdf
ISPC on GitHub: https://ispc.github.io/

Intel SPMD Program Compiler
ISPC work flow:
1. Start with an unoptimized code
2. Identify the performance critical function(s) in your code with
the help of a profiler
3. Rewrite the performance critical code using ISPC
4. Compile object file(s) of the performance aware code using
ISPC and link the object file(s) to your application code (2
step process)

ISPC Example: Loop Vectorization
Let’s look at the vector addition
again: Our code will use the kernel we specify in
this header. This is useful to test different
variants.

y = x+ y x , y ∈ R

1 inline void vector_add(
2
float* const x,
3
float* const y,
4
const int N)
5 {
6
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
7
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
8 }

Version 1: Base C++
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

#include <stdlib.h>
// posix_memalign
#include "vector_add.h"
#define N 1024
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
float *x, *y;
posix_memalign((void**)&x, 16, N*sizeof(float));
posix_memalign((void**)&y, 16, N*sizeof(float));
// initialize data
// performance critical kernel (outsourced)
vector_add(x, y, N);
free(x);
free(y);
return 0;
}

n

We have seen this
form in the slides
about explicit
vectorization before

1 export void vector_add(
2
uniform float* const uniform x,
3
uniform float* const uniform y,
4
const uniform int N)
5 {
6
for (int i = programIndex; i < N; i+=programCount)
7
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
8 }
Version 1: ISPC a
1 export void vector_add(
2
uniform float* const uniform x,
3
uniform float* const uniform y,
4
const uniform int N)
5 {
This is new and
6
foreach (i = 0 ... N)
exclusive to ISPC
7
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
8 }

Version 1: ISPC b

ISPC Execution Model
1 export void vector_add(
2
uniform float* const uniform x,
3
uniform float* const uniform y,
4
const uniform int N)
5 {
6
for (int i = programIndex; i < N; i+=programCount)
7
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
8 }

programIndex: Index of the
program instance within the
gang
%xmm register
programCount:
programCount = 4
Size of the gang
SIMD lane

Time

instance 3

programIndex = i+3

instance 2

Efficiently managing branching execution flow is difficult in
SIMD programming and can significantly degrade performance
if not done well. ISPC offers a lot of support for this issue.

programIndex = i+2

When you code using ISPC think as if you were a SIMD lane:
How can branches (an if-statement, for example) influence
the control flow of a gang? How is performance affected?

instance 1

A team of SIMD lanes (program instances) is called a gang
(similar to a CUDA warp on the GPU)

programIndex = i+1

Each instance of your program maps to a SIMD lane, they
execute in lockstep.

SIMD lane

instance 0

ISPC runs multiple instances of your program (SPMD)

SIMD lane

programIndex = i+0

SIMD Reasoning:

SIMD lane

Because all 4 SIMD lanes are
operating on in the same
instruction, how is performance
affected if, say, the control flow of
one lane diverges over time?

Gang Divergence
Diverging control flow within a gang (example 4-way
SIMD):

•

Maximal convergence means that if two program instances follow the same control
path, the gang is guaranteed to execute each program statement in lockstep.

•

If two program instances follow diverging control paths, they will reconverge later in
the function.

•

In the above example, the gang diverges on line 3 and is maximally converged after
line 6.

ISPC Rate Specifiers
•

ISPC rate (storage class) qualifiers:
uniform: The variable is shared among all program instances in a gang. The variable value
is the same for all program instances, they have a uniform view of the memory.
varying: Each program instance has its own unique variable, which is allowed to take
different values in each program instance (non-uniform view of memory)

•

The default for unqualified variables is
varying

•

varying allows for more complex control
paths (gang divergence), at the cost of
performance

•

Qualifying a variable as uniform helps the
compiler to generate better optimized
code

•

A uniform variable is not subject to
masking (all lanes follow the same control
path)

•

General advise: Whenever possible you
should use uniform variables

Special cases:
•

•

1
2
3
4

Pointers:
By default, if not qualified, the pointer
value (its address) is varying, while
the data it points to is uniform.
References:
In ISPC, references can not be bound
to varying lvalues (compiler error)

uniform float * uniform uptr = // ...;
float &ra = *uptr; // ok
uniform float * varying vptr = // ...;
float &rb = *vptr; // ERROR: *ptr is a varying lvalue type

Compile ISPC Code

Question 2

Question 2
Make baseline as good as
possible before we compare it
to vectorization. You can use
your code from ex01.

Refer to documentation or the
example from today.

Question 2
Consider instruction and
registersize

Consider changes wrt. serial
implementation

Consider available intrinsics in
the instruction sets

Example

Lets go back to the example!

HPC Libraries

Of course there are a lot of other people already had to solve the same
problem and probably did a better job than we can do
●
These routines are available in libraries that we can include in our
programs
●
More on HPC libraries next week in the lecture and tutorial
●
In this course we will be working with Intel Math Kernel Library
●
You can load the library on Euler with “module load intel/2020.0”
●

How to compile Code with HPC Routines
Include header of the library
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <mkl.h>

// posix_memalign

#define N 1024
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
float *x, *y;
posix_memalign((void**)&x, 16, N*sizeof(float));
posix_memalign((void**)&y, 16, N*sizeof(float));
// initialize data
// performance critical kernel (outsourced)
cblas_saxpy(N,1.0,x,1,y,1);
free(x);
free(y);
return 0;
}

Call function

During Compilation the program has
to be linked against the compiled
library
●
Makefile provided for this exercise
●
More on this next week
●

Cubic Splines
●

Method for interpolation of a dataset
●
Resulting interpolation is differentiable and continuous
●
Fitting piecewise cubic polynomials to dataset

Given dataset with 2D points {xi,yi} i = 1 … N, we know the second derivative will be
piecewise linear. We introduce fi‘’ as unknowns we have to determine. The second derivative
of the interpolation is therefore:

x i+1−x
x−x i
f ' ' ( x)=f ' ' i
+ f ' ' i+1
Δi
Δi

x i ⩽x⩽x i+1

Δ I =x i+1−x i

Cubic Splines
To get an expression for the actual formula we can integrate this formulation twice to get:
3

3

( x i+1−x)
( x−x i )
f ( x)=f ' ' i
+ f ' ' i+1
+C i ( x−x i )+ D i
6 Δi
6 Δi
To eliminate the two new unknowns Ci and Di we enforce that the points pass through the
given datapoints. Therefore we get:
3

3
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Cubic Splines
To now solve for the unknowns f’’i we can enforce continuous first derivatives on the
boundaries. This results in the following expression

Δi
Δi +Δ i+1
Δ i+1 y i+1− y i y i − y i−1
f ' ' i−1 +f ' ' i
+f ' ' i+1
=
−
Δ i+1
Δi
6
3
6
Since our dataset contains N points, this allows us to formulate N-2 equations,
since this expression is not valid at the boundary.
●

To solve this issue various boundary conditions exist:
●
Natural spline: f1’’ = fN’’ = 0
●
Clamped spline: f1’ = fN’ = 0
●
Parabolic runout: f1’’ = f2’’ and fN-1’’ = fN’’

Cubic Splines
All in all we end up in a tridiagonal matrix system we want to solve with LAPACK routines.

[

b1 c 1
0
a2 b 2 c 2
a 3 b3 ⋱
⋱ ⋱ c N −1
0
aN b N

x1
d1
x2
d2
x3 = d 3
⋮
⋮
xN
dN

][ ] [ ]

Upon closer inspection of the coefficients we can determine that we can apply a dense,
symmetric or tridiagonal solving algorithm in case of natural boundary condition.
●
You will realize that the algorithms will have large differences on how fast they are able to
solve the system.
●
Just using a fast algorithm is not optimal. You always have to determine the most appropriate
algorithm to use.

Question 3

[

b1 c 1
0
a2 b 2 c 2
a 3 b3 ⋱
⋱ ⋱ c N −1
0
aN b N

x1
d1
x2
d2
x3 = d 3
⋮
⋮
xN
dN

][ ] [ ]

Hints:
●
Take a look at the previous slide and the derivation on the exercise sheet.
●
Writing down the first and last equation of the system helps to better understand the impact
of the boundary condition.

Question 3

Question 3

